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The ability to measure and reduce systematic errors in single-qubit logic gates is crucial when evaluating
quantum computing implementations. We describe pulsed electron paramagnetic resonancesEPRd sequences
that can be used to measure precisely even small systematic errors in rotations of electron-spin-based qubits.
Using these sequences we obtain values for errors in the rotation angle and axis for single-qubit rotations using
a commercial EPR spectrometer. We conclude that errors in qubit operations by pulsed EPR are not limiting
factors in the implementation of electron-spin-based quantum computers.
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Pulsed magnetic resonance methods have provided a use-
ful playground in which to test different aspects of quantum
computation. Single-qubit operationssspin rotationsd can be
conveniently performed using classical radio frequencysrfd
pulses while two-qubit operations can be naturally realized
through exchange or dipolar interactions. Exploiting these
advantages, the largest-scale quantum computations to date
have been demonstrated using nuclear magnetic resonance
sNMRd in liquid solution f1,2g. Electron paramagnetic reso-
nancesEPRd offers many parallels with NMR, along with the
key advantage that the electron gyromagnetic ratio is of the
order of a thousand times larger. Thus pure ground states are
experimentally accessible in EPR, avoiding the scalability
issues surrounding NMR implementationsf3g.

For this reason, EPR has become a key element in several
solid state quantum information processingsQIPd proposals
f4–8g. The practicality of these proposals is critically depen-
dent on the errors that are inherent in pulsed magnetic reso-
nance experiments. In particular, while the decoherence time
sT2d is generally quoted as the ultimate figure of merit for
qubit implementations, understanding and minimizing the
systematic errors inherent in qubit manipulations is equally
important. A number of general approaches to tackling dif-
ferent classes of systematic error in qubit rotations, employ-
ing composite rotation sequences, have been proposed
f9,10g. However, before these approaches can be exploited
practically, it is necessary to characterizesand reduced the
errors that are associated with a single rotation pulse.

There are two principal types of systematic error associ-
ated with a single-qubit rotation: rotation angle error and
rotation axis error. In magnetic resonance experiments, rota-
tion angle errors arise from an uncertainty in the Rabi oscil-
lation period, associated with uncertainty in the magnitude
and duration of the applied rf pulse. On the other hand, ro-
tation axis errors arise from uncertainty in direction of the rf
magnetic field in the transverse plane of the rotating frame.

In this paper, we show how multipulse sequences can be

applied to measure precisely these two classes of error. These
sequences include some originally developed for NMR, as
well as a sequence developed specifically for quantifying
phase errors. In each case, the sequence amplifies the errors,
so that even small errors are detectable. We find that when
comparing a commercial EPR spectrometer to an NMR sys-
tem that has been optimized for high-fidelity qubit opera-
tions, rotation angle errors are as good, while phase errors in
EPR are worse by as much as an order of magnitude.

The paramagnetic species used here to perform error mea-
surements in pulsed EPR isi-NC60 salso known as N@C60d,
consisting of an isolated nitrogen atom in the4S3/2 electronic
state incarcerated by a C60 fullerene cage. It is an ideal sys-
tem for these measurements because of its extremely narrow
EPR linewidth and long relaxation time in liquid solution
f11,12g. T2 has been measured to be 80ms at room tempera-
ture, rising to 240ms at 170 Kf13g.

The production and subsequent purification ofi-NC60 is
described elsewheref14g. High-purity i-NC60 powder was
dissolved in CS2 to a final concentration of 1015/cm3, freeze
pumped in three cycles to remove oxygen, and finally sealed
in a quartz EPR tube. Samples were 0.7–1.4 cm long, and
contained approximately 531013 i-NC60 spins. Pulsed EPR
measurements were done at 190 K using an X-band Bruker
Elexsys580e spectrometer, equipped with a nitrogen-flow
cryostatsJanis Researchd.

i-NC60 has an electron spinS=3/2 coupled to the14N
nuclear spinI =1. The EPR spectrum consists of three lines
centered at the electrong factorg=2.003 and split by the14N
hyperfine interactiona=0.56 mT in CS2 f15g. However, all
the pulsed EPR experiments discussed below were done us-
ing the center line in the EPR triplet, corresponding to the
14N nuclear spin projectionMI =0. Given the smallisotropic
hyperfine coupling ini-NC60, the transitions with a simulta-
neous flip of electrons and nuclear spins are largely forbid-
den and therefore the evolution of electron spin can be
treated individually for each nuclear spin manifold. The
Bloch sphere is a useful aid to visualize the action of the
pulse sequences described belowf16g. While this model
maps conveniently the magnetization evolution of a singleS
spin system, the evolution of a coupledS=3/2, I =1 system*Electronic address: john.morton@materials.ox.ac.uk
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is harder to visualize. It can be shown that the evolution of
the electron spin in theMI =0 manifold is largely unaffected
by the presence of the hyperfine coupling and is adequately
described by the classical vector modelf13g.

In an EPR experiment, a qubit rotation is achieved by
applying an on-resonance microwave pulse of controlled
power and duration. With a pulsed magnetic field strengthB1
and a pulse durationt the rotation angle is

u = gmBB1t/". s1d

Possible off-resonance effects are neglected here because the
EPR linewidth fori-NC60 is much smaller than the excitation
width of the rf pulses used in our experiments. According to
Eq. s1d, rotation angle errors may arise from either pulse
duration errorsswhich can be assumed uniform throughout
the sampled, or from errors in the magnitude ofB1 swhich
can vary across the sample depending on the homogeneity of
the EPR cavity moded. The hardware of the EPR spectrom-
eter limits pulse duration to a 2 ns resolution and pulse
power to 0.1 dB resolution. These together can contribute of
the order of 0.5% to the rotation angle error for a typical
32 ns pulse.

In EPR, measurements are made of the magnetization of
the ensemble in thex-y plane, for a static magnetic field
applied alongz. Hence, a simple measurement of the rotation
angle error could be made after a nominalp /2 rotation,
which in practice isp /2+d, whered is the error. The mea-
sured signal is proportional to cossdd. However, this ap-
proach is unsatisfactory for two reasons: for a good measure-
ment, a referencesan ideal rotationd is needed with which to
compare the imperfect rotation; and the cossdd term depends
on d only to second order.

Another method involves applying a long rf pulse and
observing the Rabi oscillations over a number of periods.
The respective experiment fori-NC60 is shown in Fig. 1,
demonstrating Rabi oscillations whose amplitudes decay at
long pulse durationssover 80 oscillations were seend. This
decay is caused by inhomogeneity ofB1 fields in the EPR
cavity sspins are rotated with slightly different Rabi frequen-
cies and therefore gradually lose coherenced, as well as ef-
fects such asB0 field inhomogeneity and the fact that the
output power and phase from the microwave amplifier vary

at long pulse lengths. In order to distill the rotation angle
error from these other effects it is necessary to use more
sophisticated methods for error measurement.

A better approach uses sequences of many pulses to com-
pound the error of a single pulse. A suitable sequence, CP
sCarr-Purcellf18gd, consists of ap /2 pulse followed by a
series of refocusingp pulses, i.e.,p /2x−st−px−tdn in
which pulse rotation angle imperfections are additivef19g.
The typical exponential decay of the echo is therefore further
attenuated by the cumulative rotation angle error, such that
the echo amplitude decays with a time constant shorter than
T2. Meiboom and Gill proposed a modification of the CP
sequence, termed CPMGsCarr Purcell Meiboom Gilld f20g,
which compensates for pulse length errors by applying the
refocussingp pulses around they axis.

Figures 2sad and 2sbd compare the trains of echo signals
observed in the CP and CPMG experiments fori-NC60. The
decay of the CPMG echo magnitudes is fitted to a simple
exponential to obtain the transverse relaxation timeT2. In
determining the decay of the echo magnitudes due to rotation
angle errors in the CP sequence, we assume the flip angle
error follows a Gaussian distribution with meand0 sto ac-
count for pulse duration errorsd and standard deviationsd sto
account for inhomogeneity in the oscillatory magnetic field
strengthd f17g. From the fit we obtainsd=18° in every 180°

FIG. 1. Rabi oscillations fori-NC60 in CS2 at 190 K.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the echo signal decays insad the CP and
sbd the CPMG pulse sequences. The narrow spikes correspond to
the appliedp pulses and the echo signals are seen in between.scd
Decay of echo magnitudes for each sequencesCP: empty; CPMG:
filledd. The solid gray line is a fit to a simple exponential yielding
T2=190ms; the dashed gray line is a fit yielding rotation angle
error parametersf17g.
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rotation, or approximately 10%. This figure is consistent with
the expected inhomogeneity in the appliedB1 field, and was
seen to vary by altering the dimensions of the sample.

Having determined the rotation angle errors, we now turn
to the rotation axis errors. The Bruker spectrometer used in
this work offers four independent pulse-forming channels,
each supplied with uncalibrated analog phase shifter. Our
initial goal was to set the microwave phases in two pulse-
forming channels to be orthogonal to each other, which is to
orient theB1 field in one channel along thex axis and the
other along they axis. The idealx andy axes in the rotating
frame are defined with respect to the phase of quadrature
detection channels, therefore, before perfecting the phase set-
ting of the pulse-forming channels we first examined the
orthogonality between the two channels of the quadrature
detector. This was done by applying a slightly off-resonance
p /2 pulse and observing the resulting free induction decay
sFIDd oscillations from each detection channel. A numerical
fit revealed an angle of 89.3±1° between the nominally or-
thogonal “real” and “imaginary” detection channels.

Traditionally, the phase of a pulse-forming channel is ad-
justed by applying a simplep /2 rotation about each channel
and observing the FID signal. The inherent imprecision of
this approach is not a serious problem in traditional EPR
applications in which only a few pulses are applied, but is
potentially devastating for the fidelity of a qubit state in a
multiple-pulse computation.

In order to measure the orthogonality of the rotation axes
in two pulse-forming channels with high precision, we de-
signed a pulse sequence to accumulate phase errors, by anal-
ogy with the way that the CP sequence above accumulates
flip angle error. This sequence, called sequence for phase-
error amplificationsSPAMd is given in Eq.s2d and illustrated
in Fig. 3,

p/2x − st − py − t − t − px − tdn. s2d

After n cycles of this sequence with a phase errord si.e., the
phase of thepy pulses is actuallyp /2+d with respect
to the px pulsesd, the echo vector points along
fcoss2ndd , sins2ndd ,0g. Thus, a nonzerod in this sequence
results in an accumulating “leakage” of the echo amplitude
into the orthogonal detection channel, with only a second-

order sensitivity to the pulse-length errors described above.
Figure 4sad shows the echo train obtained in a SPAM

sequence fori-NC60. For this experiment, a phase error of
approximately 10° between thepx andpy pulses was inten-
tionally introduced by observing the FID signals. The mea-
sured echo magnitudes for the real and imaginary channels
are described by coss2ndd and sins2ndd, respectively, with an
exponential decay envelope exps−4nt /T2d. n is the number
of SPAM cyclesseach comprising two refocusing pulsesd
andT2 is taken from a CPMG experiment described above.
Figure 4sbd shows the echo amplitudes extracted from Fig.
4sad. The fit yields d=s10.3±0.5d°, which is close to the
intended phase error. This demonstrates that SPAM is a use-

FIG. 3. Evolution of the magnetization vector in the rotating frame during a SPAM experiment. The idealy andx axes are associated with
in-phase and quadrature channels of the quadrature detector, respectively.p /2x andpx pulses are assumed to be along thex axis; py pulses
deviate from the idealy axis by the error angled and are oriented alongy8. The magnetization vectorsboldd is shownsad immediately after
the p /2x pulse, and at times of echo formation aftersbd the first py pulse,scd the first px pulse,sdd the secondpy pulse. Alternating the
refocusing pulses betweenx andy8 in SPAM results in an accumulation of error in the phase of the echo signal.

FIG. 4. sad The echo train from SPAM showing a leakage of
signal between they sin phase: top traced andx squadrature: bottom
traced detection channels resulting from phase error between nomi-
nal px andpy pulsesstraces are offset for clarityd. sbd Magnitudes
of successive echoes fromsad fitted to functions described in the
text yield d=s10.3±0.5d°.
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ful way of both measuring the phase error in nominally or-
thogonal channels, and accurately setting arbitrary phases
between channels.

Orthogonality of thepx and py channels was then opti-
mized by traditional proceduressby observing the FID as
described aboved, and a phase error ofd=s1.5±0.3d° was
measured from a SPAM sequence. This provides a measure
of the phase error typical in conventional pulsed EPR experi-
ments. The fact that it can be measured to a precision of
about 0.3° using a SPAM sequence allows us to reduce it
substantially further. Careful optimization of the phase error
using the SPAM sequence yieldedd=s0.3±0.1d°.

In summary, we find that although commercial pulsed
EPR spectrometers have not been designed with high preci-
sion operations and multipulse sequences in mind, the
Bruker machine performs very well. The rotation angle error
of about 10% is almost entirely due to the inhomogeneity of
the oscillatory magnetic field, and is comparable with those
typically observed in NMRf10g. The rotation axissphased
error of about 0.3° is also comparable with those typically
encountered in NMRsthough worse than in optimized quan-
tum computing NMR spectrometersd.

The most significant strength of the SPAM methodology
is that it provides a method of setting relative phases be-
tween channels with very high precision. This makes it pos-
sible to exploit techniques developed within the context of
NMR for applying sequences of pulses at various phases that
correct for rotation angle errorsf10,21,22g. Such a sequence
can reduce a rotation angle error of ordere to e6. Using this
approach, our results imply that rotation angle errors can be
reduced to the order of 10−6, well within the threshold of
10−4 often cited for fault-tolerant quantum computationf23g.
This is the subject of a subsequent paper.

We have shown that the technology exists to transfer the
quantum information processing methodology that has been
developed in the context of NMR to EPR, thereby overcom-
ing the scaling limitations associated with NMR. We con-
clude that errors in qubit operations do not restrict the viabil-
ity of an EPR-based quantum computer. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the successful application of long pulse se-
quencessnecessary for running quantum algorithmsd to an
EPR qubit candidate, thei-NC60 molecule. Finally, we have
demonstrated a set of pulse sequences that can be used to
amplify and measure precisely the effect of rotation angle
and axis errors in any NMR or EPR pulsed magnetic reso-
nance spectrometer.
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APPENDIX

In the Carr-PurcellsCPd sequence,p /2x−st−px−tdn, the
effect of rotation angle errors is complicated by the disper-
sion of spins in thex-y plane due toB0 field inhomogeneity.
For example, those spins pointing alongy when the refocus-
ing px pulse is applied pick up the most error, while those
pointing alongx are unaffected. We assume a uniform distri-
bution of phase, i.e.,t@T2

* , and a Gaussian distribution of
rotation angle error with meand0 and standard deviations.
The echo magnitudes obey the following equation, after the
nth pulse in the sequence:

ACPsnd = 1 − o
m=1

n Fam + o
k=1

m

bk expS− s2k2

2
Dcosskd0dG ,

sA1d

am =
2mCm

n+m−1C2m−1
1/2Cmns2m− 1d

2m
, sA2d

bk =
s− 1dk2mCm−k

n+m−1C2m−1
1/2Cmns2m− 1d

m
. sA3d

For ns,1, and assumingd0=0, this can be approximated to
Eq. sA4d below:

ACPsnd = expS− s2n2

4
D . sA4d

To fit the CP decay we useACPsndexps−t /T2d, with T2 taken
from the CPMG fit.
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